GW-1200
Economical semi-automatic turntable wrapping machines are reliable, safe and easy to use.

Efficiency
- Adjustable film-tension control
- Minimum consumption of film per pallet
- Optimization of cost per pallet

Safety
- Film carriage inside the tower
- Safe, fast and ergonomic film loading
- Safety switch for film loading door
- Emergency stop

Simplicity
- Fast and simple installation
- Safe transportation (machine packed in a wooden crate)
- Easy maintenance
- Height sensing by photocell (wrapping of dark colored goods also possible)
- Easy film feeding – the film is just placed in the middle of the carriage and threaded through the threading slot

Oriented Machine Film Benefits
- No waste due to knicked edges
- Guaranteed film consistency
- Ready to be applied with minor tension. No need to be pre-stretched.
- Consistent Film Delivery
- No Pre-Stretch carriage maintenance

Easy to use
- Adjustable number of top and bottom wraps
- Adjustable carriage and turntable speed
- Reinforcing wrap function
- Soft START/STOP
- Load begins and ends in same position
- Adjustable overwrap

Options
- Access ramp
- Optional scale

Technical data
- Capacity: Up to 35 pallets/hr (depending on pallet dimensions)
- Power supply: 120V, single phase, 60Hz
- Turntable speed: 2-12 rpm
- Turntable height: 3 1/4" (variable)
- Film carriage: variable up/down speed
- Machine dimensions: 100" x 65"
- Turntable Ø: 65"
- Space required: 45.6 ft² (height 114")
- Machine weight: approx. 950 lbs.
- Wrapping height: 90"
- Max. pallet weight: 4,400 lbs.
- Pallet dimensions: 65"L x 65"W x 90"H (max)
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